
 

For Immediate Release 

 

C & A Scientific to Offer Latest Technology in Premiere® 
Centrifuges at Pittcon  

C & A Scientific to exhibit at Pittcon’s annual conference on laboratory science in 
Atlanta, GA.   

 
Manassas, VA (March 2, 2016) -- C & A Scientific, designer and manufacturer of Premiere® 
microscopes and laboratory equipment, has announced it will be featuring their newest 
centrifuges from their Premiere® product line while exhibiting during Pittcon in Atlanta, GA.  
Pittcon will run March 6-10 and will be attended by thousands of laboratory science and other 
industry professionals searching for the latest advancements and innovations in their industry.  
C & A Scientific will be located at booth 2426.   
 
“This year, we will be featuring our XC-2400 Series Centrifuges,” says Jonn Aitken, Senior 
Sales and Product Manager at C & A Scientific.  “This series is created for performance and 
safety in the laboratory.  The 2400 has a sleek design and handles double the amount of tubes 
that a similar size unit would at a competitive price point.  Plus, it provides a small footprint, 
taking up minimal space on the countertop.” 
 
Pittcon attendees who visit C & A’s booth can receive a special five percent discount off any 
orders placed from the show by April12,2016.  This includes laboratory supplies, microscopes, 
and centrifuges from their Premiere® and Bio Lion product lines.   
 
For more information, call 800-681-6886 or visit www.cnascienitfic.com.   
 
About C & A Scientific and Premiere®:   
Our Premiere® product line is chosen for its distinct features in a variety of scientific 
applications.  From student-based and professional microscopes to full-grade professional 
laboratory instruments including Centrifuges, we focus on performance, affordability, and 
quality.   
 
Premiere® is designed and manufactured by C & A Scientific.  For more information, visit 
www.cnascientific.com.     
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